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Debye to non-Debye scaling of the Boson peak dynamics: Critical behavior
and local disorder in vitreous germania
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We report on the observation of a significant softening of the Boson peak (BP) frequency of vitreous
GeO2 above the glass transition temperature. The softening reminds a critical trend, with a transition
temperature intermediate between the glass transition temperature, Tg, and the melting point. The
softening of the BP frequency corresponds to a transition from a region dominated by Debye scaling
to a non-Debye one. Below Tg the density of vibrational states varies according to the modification
of the elastic continuum medium. Above Tg the relevant softening of the BP modes can be explained
by a broadening of the distribution of elastic constants between neighboring atoms, induced by the
structural rearrangement. These findings are discussed together with recent experimental and the-
oretical results on the low frequency vibrations in glasses. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3656697]

I. INTRODUCTION

A universal feature of the dynamics of glasses and su-
percooled liquids is an excess of vibrational modes above
the Debye level. This excess is called boson peak (BP) and
it is visible as a broad maximum in the reduced density of
vibrational states g(ω)/ω2. The importance of the BP goes
beyond the physics of glasses. Indeed, this feature is com-
mon to a broad variety of systems with different chemical and
physical properties, from polymers and colloids to biological
systems.1–4 The BP is an evident fingerprint of the intrinsic
disorder present in the system.

A variety of hypothesis has been advanced in the
literature to explain the nature of the vibrational modes in the
BP frequency range.5–14 They can be roughly grouped into
two main classes. The first one is based on the soft potential
model,5, 6 which assumes a certain degree of anharmonicity
in the interatomic potential, and suggests the BP to be mainly
due to quasi-localized excitations, originating from the
hybridization of some localized modes with the plane waves.
The existence of vibrations with high intensity on only a few
atoms seems confirmed in particular colloidal aggregates and
in granular materials, whose eigenvectors and eigenvalues
can be studied both numerically15, 16 and experimentally.17

However, the connection between the physical properties of
these systems and that of real covalent glasses still remains
highly speculative.

A second class of models considers the glass as a har-
monic solid, whose atoms vibrate around average positions
on a disordered network. The disorder breaks the translational
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invariance of the associated crystalline lattice and gives rise
to a distribution of elastic constants. In this second group
of models the most convincing interpretation indicates the
BP as the counterpart of the first van Hove singularity of
the corresponding crystal.8 Evidence on the validity of this
interpretation has been obtained both numerically18, 19 and
from inelastic x-ray and neutron scattering experiments.20–23

The glass can sustain acoustic modes up to the border of a
pseudo-Brillouin zone and the BP is located around the fre-
quency of the transverse acoustic excitation at the zone bor-
der. Very recently, Chumakov and co-workers24 have given
further strength to this interpretation, showing how the BP
modes of a silicate glass shift towards the frequency of the
transverse acoustic excitation of the crystal as the density is
increased towards that of the crystalline phase.

An effective approach to gather information on the
nature of the boson peak is the investigation of its evolution
as a function of thermodynamical parameters, such as
temperature25–27 and pressure.4, 28–30 In general, an increase
of the system density gives rise to a shift of the BP towards
higher frequencies and to a simultaneous decrease of its
intensity. This has been observed also in a permanently
densified glass,24, 31–33 and during a chemical vitrification
process, where the system evolves with the reaction time.34

All these studies have shown that the BP intensity variation is
only due to its frequency shift. This finding is highlighted by
the existence of a master curve that has also been theoretically
predicted.9

The need for a satisfactory explanation of the BP evolu-
tion encompassed in a universal scaling law started with the
investigation of its position. A first guess is obtained treat-
ing the system as an elastic medium evolving as a function
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of the external parameters and characterized by the Debye
frequency ωD. This approach provides a good scaling law
only in some systems,24, 26, 31, 34 whereas it does not work in
many other cases.4, 25, 27, 28, 32, 33 These conflicting results are
still waiting for a global explanation. As a matter of fact, dif-
ferences between multiple case-studies do not have to be con-
sidered as anomalies but most likely as different aspects of the
same disorder related mechanism.

In this paper we present a detailed study of the temper-
ature evolution of the BP vibrational dynamics of vitreous
germania (v-GeO2). Like v-SiO2, v-GeO2 is a covalent ox-
ide glass and both are prototypes of the strong network form-
ing glasses. This class of glasses is well known for structural
and dynamical stability, which is maintained at temperatures
even higher than the melting temperature Tm. In the case of
v-GeO2 we have a glass transition temperature Tg � 800 K
and Tm = 1370 K. Collecting Raman spectra in a tempera-
ture range from 15 K to 1200 K, the boson peak position ωBP

shows an abrupt decrease followed by a plateau. The shape
of this softening reminds a critical trend occurring above Tg

and marking a transition from a Debye scaling to a non-Debye
one. The Debye frequency ωD is computed in the same T re-
gion using data from Refs. 35–39.

The existence of this crossover suggests the presence of
at least another mechanism ruling the BP shift, indicating vit-
reous GeO2 as the perfect test bench to identify the contri-
bution which dominates in the supercooled liquid region. To
unveil the origin of this crossover we investigate also the evo-
lution of the static structure factor in the same temperature
region obtaining a detailed picture of the system evolution.
We consider two mechanisms associated to the BP shift with
temperature. One is the pseudo-Brillouin zone boundary mod-
ification, following the approach of Refs. 8, 19, and 24. The
other one is the spread in the shear modulus distribution, as
obtained considering the disordered elastic medium model of
Refs. 10–12. Both of them highlight different aspects of the
same process, which gives rise to the fluctuation of the force
constants and to the evolution of the first sharp diffraction
peak (FSDP).

II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Vitreous germania samples have been prepared starting
from Aldrich germanium (IV) oxide crystalline powder (pu-
rity higher than 99.999%). The powder was melted in an alu-
mina crucible at about 1900 K, and then quenched in air.

Raman measurements were performed using a Jobin-
Yvon U1000 double monochromator in 90◦ scattering geom-
etry both in HV and VV polarization. As a light source, we
used the 5145 Å line of an argon ions laser. Raman spectra
were collected over a wide range of frequency from −650 to
1660 cm−1. For the low frequency spectra, the resolution was
fixed at about 2 cm−1. The wide frequency range is necessary
in order to properly subtract the background. Special care has
been devoted to avoid crystallization of the sample when en-
tering the supercooled region, by looking at the Raman spec-
trum for signatures of crystal formation.

In Fig. 1, the depolarized (HV) reduced Raman intensity
Ired(ω) is reported for selected temperatures. The formal con-

FIG. 1. Reduced Raman HV spectra for selected temperatures, the thick line
is a guide for the eyes and it indicates the BP evolution; temperature val-
ues are reported in the legend. Spectra are normalized to the area of the
840 cm−1 molecular peak, as detailed in Ref. 37. Notice the continuous line
at T = 288 K which shows no change of the Raman spectrum with respect
to T = 15 K and the continuous line at T = 1060 K which again shows no
further changes at higher temperatures.

nection between Ired(ω) and g(ω) is far from being simple.40

In the following we use the effective relation41

I red (ω) = I exp

[n(ω, T ) + 1]ω
= C(ω)

g(ω)

ω2
, (1)

where Iexp is the experimental Raman intensity, n(ω, T) is
the Bose population factor, and C(ω) is the light–vibrations
coupling function. Besides the boson peak, the low fre-
quency region (ω � 10 cm−1) is characterized by the rise of
T-dependent quasielastic scattering (QES). This contribution
does not affect the position and the intensity of the BP. For T
< 300 K, apart for the QES rise, the spectra do not show any
change. Above room temperature, the BP starts to shift down-
wards and it increases its intensity. This trend is highlighted
by a thick line in Fig. 1. Going well above Tg, the BP does not
evolve anymore, i.e., the peak frequency ωBP and its intensity
become constant.

Neutron diffraction experiments were carried out at the
7C2 two axis spectrometer, located on the hot source of the re-
actor Orphée of the Laboratoire Leon Brillouin (LLB, Saclay,
France). The incident wavelength λ = 0.729 Å was chosen
to access a wide momentum transfer range between 0.4 and
15 Å−1 and to minimize the inelasticity corrections. The ex-
perimental intensity was reduced using Monte Carlo simula-
tion to estimate the multiple scattering, the cell contribution,
and the transmission coefficients.42, 43 Spectra were acquired
as a function of T, from room temperature to 1000 K. Access-
ing the supercooled liquid region above 1000 K, besides the
typical amorphous pattern, Bragg peaks appeared, thus indi-
cating the start of crystal’s nucleation processes. Raman spec-
tra were not affected by this problem since experiments lasted
considerably less and the scattering volume was smaller than
that in neutron scattering experiments.

From the structural point of view glasses, and in partic-
ular network forming glasses, are characterized by a rather
well defined short range order, dominated by structural units
which roughly correspond to the crystalline ones.44 In the
case of vitreous germania the building block is the Ge(O1/2)4

tetrahedra. Beyond this short range, topological disorder
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FIG. 2. FSDP at selected temperatures; spectra are reported by shifting pro-
gressively data by 0.5 in the y axis. The continuous line is an example of the
fits obtained using a Lorentzian function, see text.

comes into play, even if for distances corresponding to some
structural units a degree of ordering is still present. This
region originates the low momentum Q part of the static struc-
ture factor S(Q), which is reported in Fig. 2 for selected tem-
peratures. In particular, we focus our attention to the so called
FSDP whose position Q1 is thought to reflect an intermediate
range ordering.45 To evaluate Q1, the FSDP has been fitted
with a Lorentzian function considering only the lower Q side
of the peak in order to avoid contributions from the subse-
quent diffraction structures.46

III. DISCUSSION

We start the analysis of the present data by considering
the BP spectral shape as a function of a scaled frequency
ν = ω/ωBP and performing the variable transformation
g(ν)dν = g(ω)dω. Assuming that in the BP frequency region
C(ω) ∼ ω (Refs. 47–50) and T independent,47, 49 the intensity
as a function of ν can be written as

I (ν) = I red (ω) × ω2
BP. (2)

The BP positions are obtained by fitting a log-normal func-
tion to the Raman data. The I(ν) spectra are reported in Fig. 3
where it is shown that spectra corresponding to different tem-
peratures collapse into a single master curve without any ad-
justable parameter. The existence of this master curve shows
that the BP evolution can be explained by considering only
the behavior of ωBP.25, 33

In order to compare the BP evolution to that of the elastic
medium, we first derive ωD versus temperature from the Bril-
louin longitudinal and transverse sound velocities36 and the
density values of Ref. 38 and 39. Since the sound velocity and
the density do not show significant changes, no anharmonic
behavior is expected in the whole investigated temperature
range. The comparison between the temperature evolution of
ωBP and that of ωD is reported in Fig. 4(a). Both datasets are
normalized to their low temperature value. For T < 800 K,
ωBP and ωD exhibit a similar behavior in agreement with pre-

FIG. 3. Master curve obtained by squeezing Ired(ω) as described in the text at
selected temperatures; the BP positions are obtained by fitting a log-normal
function to the Raman data. Notice the perfect agreement of the BP obtained
with no adjustable parameter. The existence of this master curve demonstrates
that the increase of the BP intensity is only an apparent effect due to its shift
as a function of T.

vious findings, indicating the ωBP shift to be accounted for
by the ωD change.26, 31 When T exceeds 800 K, ωBP shows
an abrupt decrease (�15%) which cannot be explained by the
change of ωD (see Fig. 4(a)). In this temperature range a new
process, affecting the BP behavior, is taking place. Finally for
T > 1000 K, well inside the supercooled liquid region, ωBP

remains constant.
Since the behavior of ωBP reminds a critical trend, we

tentatively fit its evolution using a mean field approximation

FIG. 4. (a) ωBP(T )/ωBP(T → 0 K) (black dots), ωD(T) (dashed line), and
mean field approximation (full line, see text) as a function of temperature.
The data are normalized to their low temperature values, ωnorm

BP = 40.3 cm−1

and ωnorm
D = 212 cm−1. (b) Q1 (black squares) and fit with a mean field

function with the same parameters as in (a) times a proportionality fac-
tor (dashed line). (c) Comparison between Q1/2, one-half of the FSDP po-
sition (black squares), and Q0 (open circles), the pseudo-Brillouin zone
(p-Bz) boundary modification, required to account for the observed BP shift
in the framework of the model proposed in Ref. 24 (see text for details). Each
dataset is normalized to its lowest temperature value, Qnorm

1 = 1.55 Å−1 and
Qnorm

0 = 0.52 Å−1.
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in the following spin 1/2 form:51

ωBP = (ω0 − ω∞)S(T ) + ω∞, (3)

S(T ) = tanh

[
S(T ) TBP

T

]
, (4)

where ω0 is ωBP at T = 15 K, ω∞ is the constant value
observed above TBP, and S(T) is the order parameter of the
mean field approximation characterized by the critical tem-
perature TBP. As it is seen in Fig. 4(a), the above mean field
approximation, plotted as a continuous line, provides a very
good fit to the experimental data with a transition temperature
TBP = (1020 ± 20) K. Interestingly, the temperature TBP lies
between the glass transition temperature, Tg � 800 K, and the
melting point, Tm � 1370 K.

In the glassy state, T < Tg, the BP frequency presents a
temperature dependence close to that of the Debye frequency
ωD(T). In the Debye limit, the system is considered as a con-
tinuum, whose vibrations are plane waves of longitudinal and
transverse polarization. For T < Tg the system is thus well
described as an elastic medium, whose vibrational spectrum
varies with temperature according to the variation of a few
macroscopic parameters, the sound velocity and the density.
The non-Debye trend of the BP above Tg requires, on the con-
trary, a microscopic modification of the structure or of the
elasticity of the glass. A structural variation can be indeed
observed looking at the temperature evolution of the wave-
vector position, Q1, of the first sharp diffraction peak. Q1 is
affected by a small, ∼1%, but still well detectable softening as
the temperature is increased above Tg. This trend can be well
fitted by the same mean field curve used to describe the BP
evolution times a proportionality factor, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
The good agreement between the curve and the data high-
lights further the connection between the BP variation and
this structural rearrangement.

It is worth noting, however, that the variation of the FSDP
is very small (�1%) compared to the large (�15%) change
in the BP frequency. The FSDP can, in fact, be viewed as a
broadened Bragg peak. In a crystal, the first Bragg peak cor-
responds to a reciprocal lattice vector and thus approximately
to twice the Brillouin zone boundary.52 Following this argu-
ment, Q1/2 is a good estimation of the pseudo-Brillouin zone
border. On the other hand, if the BP arises from the bending
of the transverse acoustic modes, the zone border should be
roughly equal to

Q0 = π2 c ωBP

vT

, (5)

where vT is the transverse sound velocity, c is the speed of
light in vacuum, and ωBP is the boson peak frequency in
wavenumber units. Such a definition of Q0 assumes the trans-
verse modes to disperse as a sine function up to the zone bor-
der. Figure 4(c) shows the temperature evolution of the two
quantities Q0 and Q1/2, both normalized to their low tem-
perature values. Clearly, the small variation of the pseudo-
Brillouin zone boundary, Q1/2, cannot account for the large
variation of ωBP, which would require a similarly large change
of the zone boundary, as indicated by Q0.

FIG. 5. Temperature evolution of the disorder parameter γ /γ c (full line),
obtained inverting the function ωth

BP(γ ). The critical disorder parameter γ c

is defined within the Shirmacher model.10–12 The input parameter is the nor-
malized boson peak position ωBP/ωD . Black diamonds represent 1/Q3

1 times
a proportionality factor α.

This apparent contradiction can be solved considering
that a structural variation can be accompanied by a change
in the distribution of the elastic constants between neighbor-
ing atoms. The presence in the glass of a distribution of elastic
constants is the central ingredient of the Shirmacher and co-
workers model.11 This is a theory for the vibrational excita-
tions in a disordered elastic medium, based on the assumption
that the shear modulus exhibits random spatial fluctuations,
whose variance is proportional to a disordered parameter γ .
In this model the density of vibrational states is derived from
the self-energy given by10–12

�(ω) = γ
∑
k<kD

[χL(k, ω) + χT (k, ω)], (6)

where χL(k, ω) and χT(k, ω) are the longitudinal and trans-
verse dynamic susceptibilities, which are themselves func-
tion of �, and kD is the Debye wave vector. Having com-
puted the frequency dependence of the self-energy from the
set of self-consistent equations defining the model (Eq. (1) of
Ref. 11), we derive the density of vibrational states as a func-
tion of γ . In this theory the reduced density of vibrational
states, g(ω)/ω2, shows a BP maximum whose position ωth

BP
depends upon the value of the disorder parameter γ . The func-
tion ωth

BP(γ ) is a monotonically decreasing function of γ that
can be computed numerically from the above equation. More-
over, ωth

BP exhibits a critical-like transition towards zero fre-
quency when γ approaches a critical value γ c.

In order to compare the model with the data we have in-
verted the function ωth

BP(γ ) to determine the temperature de-
pendence of γ from the experimental values of ωBP(T )/ωD .
The resulting γ /γ c is reported in Fig. 5 (full line). A broad-
ening of less than 4% of the elastic constants distribution, as
indicated by the increase of γ , is sufficient to account for the
strong reduction of the BP frequency. A corresponding varia-
tion is observed in the quantity 1/Q3

1, the inverse of the cube
of the FSDP position, as shown in Fig. 5 (open diamonds).
Consequently, it appears that the broadening of the elastic
constants distribution is induced by an increase of the local
volume, proportional to 1/Q3

1, confirming the strict relation-
ship between the variation of the elastic properties and the
evolution of the structure.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the evolution of the
structure and of the vibrational dynamics of vitreous GeO2

over a wide temperature range, from the deep glassy state up
to the supercooled liquid region. The BP frequency shows a
marked softening as the temperature is increased above Tg.
The temperature dependence of ωBP(T ) is well described us-
ing a mean field approach, with a critical temperature TBP

� 1020 K, intermediate between Tg and Tm. The softening
of the ωBP suggests that the evolution from the completely ar-
rested phase to the supercooled liquid is accompanied by a
modification of the dynamics of the system which seems to
be governed by a process similar to a phase transition.

The temperature dependence of ωBP below Tg is in good
agreement with the variation of the Debye frequency. This ob-
servation indicates the BP change in the glass phase to be due
to the temperature evolution of the macroscopic continuum
medium. On the contrary, above Tg the BP frequency experi-
ences a strong variation, which is not observed for the Debye
frequency. Both the longitudinal and transverse sound veloc-
ities and the density are, in fact, almost constant across Tg.
The ωBP variation is accompanied by a small (∼1%) reduc-
tion of the FSDP position. This small structural variation can
account for the softening of the BP modes if it is accompa-
nied by a broadening of the distribution of elastic constants
between neighboring atoms.

We find a quantitative agreement between the evolution
of the structure and the BP variation in the framework of the
Schirmacher and co-workers model.10–12 The disorder param-
eter, γ , of the model increases with temperature, with a rel-
ative variation comparable to that of the local volume of the
structure. This trend indicates a broadening of the distribution
of elastic constants of the material as a consequence of the
structural rearrangement. Such a variation of the force con-
stant distribution does not affect the Debye frequency, which
is determined from average values. On the contrary, in the low
temperature region, where γ is almost constant, the variation
of the Debye frequency adequately describes the BP evolu-
tion. In the supercooled liquid the structure rapidly evolves
towards a situation with increased shear stress fluctuations.
This evolution is also influencing the dynamics which evolves
into the non-Debye behavior.
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